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FROM THE DIRECTOR

Dear Reader,

In the early 1930s at Southgate House (now a hotel) in Clowne (Derbyshire, England) a group of students was playing ping-pong at a party. One of the players stepped on the ball. They began to look everywhere for a replacement. Looking in one of the cupboards at this home that belonged to the Butler-Bowdons, an Old English Catholic family, they found several small leather books. One of them turned out to be *The Book of Margery Kempe* (my copy is in the Oxford World’s Classics series).

This book was authored by Margery Kempe in the 1430s, and is the oldest autobiography in existence by an English woman. Kempe was illiterate and dictated her story to a priest. (An author is the possessor of the story, and not always the writer.) The book tells of Kempe’s battle with madness after the birth of her first-born child. During this madness she had an experience with Christ and God. She would go on to give birth to thirteen more children. Her attempts at a brewing operation and at milling were unsuccessful, but Kempe did have one success—convincing her husband (who died in early 1430s) to take a vow of chastity with her. She then dedicated her life to God and became a traveler, visiting many sacred places throughout Europe and, of course, Rome.

Kempe was a devoted pilgrim, business woman, author, wife, and mother. And her story is extraordinary.

My hope is that you will do two things. Please look in our cupboard—this catalog. There are some wonderful books awaiting your discovery. The second is that you remember Margery Kempe and her book. She deserves to be read. And so do the authors in our cupboard, uh, catalog.

Marc Jolley
1 December 2019
**Roll the Stone Away**

* A Family’s Legacy of Racism and Abuse
  *Ann Hite*

*Also available in e-book format*

---

**The telling of generational truths that seem stranger than fiction**

**Roll the Stone Away** is the true story that influenced the award-winning Black Mountain novel series. Ann Hite, in her storytelling mode, envisions a sack of stones poised to hang around her neck the moment she is born and added to throughout her childhood by her grandmother and mother. Each stone represents a family story that forms who Hite becomes as an adult.

Generations of abuse, racism, adultery, and lies populate this sordid history. In the midst of the telling are strong, flawed women who are far from good role-models for a young Hite but show that survival and success in the worst scenarios are not always lost. Along with stories of murder and madness are the ghost tales Hite is so well-known for writing.

Readers may find themselves pondering if real people aren’t scarier than any ghost could ever be. The author hopes when readers emerge on the other side of this memoir, they have a better understanding of what it takes to survive one’s history and own it without shame.
Philip Lee Williams is the much-honored author of numerous volumes of fiction, poetry, and creative non-fiction. He won the 2004 Michael Shaara Award for the best Civil War novel published in the U.S. He has also been named Georgia Author of the Year four times in three different categories and is a winner of a Georgia Governor’s Award in the Humanities. Williams is a winner of the Townsend Prize for Fiction and is a member of the Georgia Writers Hall of Fame. He lives in the woods in north central Georgia. Learn more at philipleewilliams.com.

Lucy McKay, a high school English teacher from Mississippi, is estranged from her divorced parents. Her father, Pratt McKay, is a professor of history at UNC-Chapel Hill, and her mother a professor of art history at Duke. Pratt, who is ill with multiple sclerosis, invites Lucy to spend her summer vacation with him at his second home, which is in an expensive gated community 250 miles west of Chapel Hill in the Great Smoky Mountains.

What Lucy does not know is that her father has been withholding a series of family secrets from her, and he is determined to reveal them over the summer. The visit begins with difficulty for Lucy, who is 35, also divorced, and unhappy. She and her father have trouble talking about his progressing illness, and she still has mixed feelings about the Pulitzer Prize her father won. Within the gated community, Lucy begins to make friends with some older residents, but her life changes when she meets a landscape contractor named Sean Crayton, who is working on properties in the neighborhood.

Lucy is desperate for her father’s love, but shortly after she arrives, he reveals a shocking fact about his own years in college. As the days pass and Lucy begins to date Sean, she realizes how unstable her life has been and how desperately she needs the anchor of lasting love to understand what has happened to her. She must unravel the collapse of her own marriage and the failed ambitions of her ex-husband back in Oxford. She must also try to find a point of balance while dealing with her father.

Told in a double-journal form by Lucy and her father, Far Beyond the Gates is a story of love’s cost and necessity and the achingly hard job of making love work in a woman’s life.

Far Beyond the Gates
A Novel
Philip Lee Williams

Also available in e-book format

A novel of love between women and men, people and places, and, above all, fathers and daughters

Lucy McKay, a high school English teacher from Mississippi, is estranged from her divorced parents. Her father, Pratt McKay, is a professor of history at UNC-Chapel Hill, and her mother a professor of art history at Duke. Pratt, who is ill with multiple sclerosis, invites Lucy to spend her summer vacation with him at his second home, which is in an expensive gated community 250 miles west of Chapel Hill in the Great Smoky Mountains.

What Lucy does not know is that her father has been withholding a series of family secrets from her, and he is determined to reveal them over the summer. The visit begins with difficulty for Lucy, who is 35, also divorced, and unhappy. She and her father have trouble talking about his progressing illness, and she still has mixed feelings about the Pulitzer Prize her father won. Within the gated community, Lucy begins to make friends with some older residents, but her life changes when she meets a landscape contractor named Sean Crayton, who is working on properties in the neighborhood.

Lucy is desperate for her father’s love, but shortly after she arrives, he reveals a shocking fact about his own years in college. As the days pass and Lucy begins to date Sean, she realizes how unstable her life has been and how desperately she needs the anchor of lasting love to understand what has happened to her. She must unravel the collapse of her own marriage and the failed ambitions of her ex-husband back in Oxford. She must also try to find a point of balance while dealing with her father.

Told in a double-journal form by Lucy and her father, Far Beyond the Gates is a story of love’s cost and necessity and the achingly hard job of making love work in a woman’s life.
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E-book, $12.00 | 978-0-88146-745-1
First cousins Ellison (Eli) Winfield and Adeline (Delia) Green are meant to grow up happily and innocently across the street from one another amid the supposed wholesome values of small-town Green Branch, South Carolina, in the 1960s and 70s. But Eli’s tragic accident changes the trajectory of their lives and of those connected to them. Shunned and even tortured by his peers for his disfigurement and frailty, Eli struggles for acceptance in childhood as Delia passionately devotes herself to defending him.

Delia’s vivid and compassionate narrative voice presents Eli as a confident young man in adolescence—the visible damage to his body gone—but underneath hides indelible wounds harboring pain and insecurity, scars that rule his impulses. And while Eli cherishes Delia more than anyone and attempts to protect her from her own troubles, he cares not for protecting himself. It is Delia who has that responsibility, growing more challenging each year.

Bells for Eli is a lyrical and tender exploration of the relationship between cousins drawn together through tragedy in a love forbidden by social constraints and a family whose secrets must stay hidden. Susan Beckham Zurenda masterfully transports readers into a small Southern town where quiet, ordinary life becomes extraordinary. In this compelling coming of age story, culture, family, friends, bullies, and lovers propel two young people to unite to guard each other in a world where love, hope, and connectedness ultimately triumph.

“...one of the most exciting new voices in Southern fiction.”
—Cassandra King Conroy, author of Tell Me a Story

Susan Beckham Zurenda taught English for thirty-three years and now works as a book publicist for Magic Time Literary Publicity. A recipient of several regional awards for her fiction, including The South Carolina Fiction Project, The Porter Fleming Literary Competition, and The Southern Writers Symposium, she has also published numerous stories and nonfiction pieces in literary journals. Zurenda lives in Spartanburg, South Carolina. Learn more at www.susanzurenda.com.

In his third book of poetry, William Woolfitt reflects on experiences of hope and despair, on ecological crisis and violence and stubborn survival, on Lucille Clifton’s imperative to “bloom how you must” and on Gerard Manley Hopkins’ vision of a grandeur-charged world.

Set in Appalachia, Costa Rica, Afghanistan, Newfoundland, Mali, and elsewhere, Spring Up Everlasting attempts to listen to and learn from the stories of people who have resisted the destruction and desecration of their environments, families, homes, and bodies. Farmers, glass-workers, an elk hunter, Mary of Bethany, and the jazz musician Charles Mingus are among the witnesses gathered here.

In contemplating Pentecostal churches and endangered sea turtles, a drum concert in Segou and self-taught artists, polluted rivers and torture survivors, these poems turn to the possibility that we will be braced by the mysteries of God, that the spirit will move in our broken lives and the mess of our world, and spring up everlasting.

Spring Up Everlasting

Poems
William Woolfitt

Winner of The Adrienne Bond Award for Poetry

“Read this book to see more clearly, to feel how much you love the world.” —Ida Stewart, author of Gloss

In his third book of poetry, William Woolfitt reflects on experiences of hope and despair, on ecological crisis and violence and stubborn survival, on Lucille Clifton’s imperative to “bloom how you must” and on Gerard Manley Hopkins’ vision of a grandeur-charged world.

Set in Appalachia, Costa Rica, Afghanistan, Newfoundland, Mali, and elsewhere, Spring Up Everlasting attempts to listen to and learn from the stories of people who have resisted the destruction and desecration of their environments, families, homes, and bodies. Farmers, glass-workers, an elk hunter, Mary of Bethany, and the jazz musician Charles Mingus are among the witnesses gathered here.

In contemplating Pentecostal churches and endangered sea turtles, a drum concert in Segou and self-taught artists, polluted rivers and torture survivors, these poems turn to the possibility that we will be braced by the mysteries of God, that the spirit will move in our broken lives and the mess of our world, and spring up everlasting.
In *Weathering: Poems and Recollections* an aging poet greets a “phalanx” of memories and finds himself amid “an epic transmigration of echoes.”

At the heart of this collection of poetry and prose are three retrospective essays that narrate the adolescent poet’s coming of age through encounters with such eminent elders as James Dickey, who was Havird’s early mentor, Robert Lowell, and Archibald MacLeish. These prose memoirs also explore this poet’s ambivalent relation to his native South and reveal the emergent cosmopolitan stance of his mature poetry.

The poems, set mainly outside the South—amid the rubble of ancient Greece, in galleries at the Louvre, on hurricane-pummeled Cayman Brac—ponder mortality and metamorphosis; explore relationships, especially the complex relationships of child to parent and husband to wife; and engage with cultural artifacts—a Byzantine church, a derelict windmill, Puebloan petroglyphs—as well as traditional works of art and literature. These poems of Havird’s maturity, together with a clutch of early ones rooted in the aspiring poet’s youthful encounters with those elders, are elegant artifacts themselves, at once rueful and wry, thought-ridden and visionary.

“What a generous and finely crafted book David Havird’s *Weathering* is...”
—B. H. Fairchild

“Havird’s latest poems...prove that the literary life remains a noble achievement...”
—Willard Spiegelman

“This is an indispensable collection, whose tonic chord is memory...”
—David Yezzi

**David Havird** is the author of two collections in addition to *Weathering: Map Home* and *Penelope’s Design*, which won the Robert Phillips Poetry Chapbook Prize. A native South Carolinian, he graduated from the University of Virginia and taught for thirty years at Centenary College of Louisiana. He lives in Shreveport, Louisiana.
Ruth Reiniche has proudly spent her life teaching the Language Arts in public secondary education. She holds degrees from The University of Michigan (BA), Grand Valley State University (MA), and the University of Arizona (PhD). Reiniche is currently a lecturer for the English department at University of Arizona.

Flannery O’Connor is unique in that she is not only familiar with seventeenth-century emblematic representations of scriptural truth, but she is also knowledgeable of the conventions of twentieth-century art forms. Her characters are illuminated by textual images formulated from the juxtaposition of scripture, seventeenth- and twentieth-century archetypes, and street detritus that inhabits pictorial sequences exceeding the boundaries of time and diachronically upending O’Connor’s narrative world.

O’Connor’s undergraduate single panel cartoons are an excellent starting point when tracing the chronological development of her stylized graphic narrative. The sardonic captions are illustrated by characters who are compositions of deeply gouged lines and dots. In her first novel, *Wise Blood*, some of the cartoonish grotesques remain, but the conventions of painting prevail in the novel. Her characters are momentarily frozen in still life tableaux vivants or in montages, resulting in jarring juxtapositions.

In *The Violent Bear it Away*, O’Connor recreates “snapshot” moments, not unlike those inexpertly captured by the twentieth-century amateur photographer with a Brownie box camera. Every photograph taken at this time was accompanied by its negative. Reading the inverted negative and positive space, in the novel, reveals a palimpsestic Divine world coexisting alongside the world as we know it. The idea of tattooing graphic text on the human body first occurs in the manuscript of *Why Do the Heathen Rage?* and then in O’Connor’s last story, “Parker’s Back.”

Flannery O’Connor’s graphic narrative, a sign language of dots and lines, discarded objects, and the mutilation of human bodies, provides a stark illuminated manuscript for her readers.
Understanding the Short Fiction of Carson McCullers

edited by Alison Graham-Bertolini and Casey Kayser

Essays illuminating the iconic Southern author’s deep investment in the social and political state of the world

Understanding the Short Fiction of Carson McCullers uses diverse critical techniques to identify how McCullers’s short fiction engages with the modern world and contemporary audiences. While McCullers’s longer work has received significant critical attention, her short fiction has not received the same treatment. This collection adds to analyses of McCullers’s better-known stories as well as considers those that have received little or no critical attention.

McCullers’s writing maintains lasting appeal because it captures both the joy and sadness of humanity, especially the meaning we draw from connections with others and the pain of isolation when we find it difficult to cultivate these relationships in modern culture. While critical assessment of McCullers’s work has more often focused on her concern with loneliness and belonging, this collection depicts an author who was deeply invested in the social and political state of the world.

Her short fiction includes interrogations of class-based, racial, and ableist prejudice, disconcerting portrayals of the social and political anxiety surrounding the Second World War, satirical eviscerations of some of the most oppressive social norms of the mid-twentieth century, and bold suggestions that lesbian desire, queer relationships, and female autonomy have a valid place in American culture. Through her depictions of differently-abled, sexually nonconforming characters, as well as characters of various races and classes, her short fiction redefines notions of belonging in the modern social context.

The chapters within this collection provide new scholarly avenues to McCullers and will compel readers to rethink their own responses to McCullers’s shorter works.

Alison Graham-Bertolini is an associate professor of English and Women’s Studies at North Dakota State University. She is the coeditor of Carson McCullers in the Twenty-First Century and the author of Vigilante Women in Contemporary American Fiction. Her work on American women authors has been published in The Journal of the Midwest Modern Language Association and The Southern Quarterly.

Casey Kayser is an assistant professor of English at the University of Arkansas, where she teaches courses in literature and medical humanities. She is the coeditor of Carson McCullers in the Twenty-First Century and her work has been published in Midwestern Folklore, Mississippi Quarterly, and Pedagogy.

Contributors include

Carlos Dews
Alison Graham-Bertolini
Miho Matsui
Kiyoko Magome
John David Harding
Glenn Willis
Liz Mayo
Sarah-Marie Horning
Casey Kayser
Eric E. Solomon
Keith Byerman
Tamlyn Avery

New Series Announcement

The Carson McCullers Series seeks to publish books on the work and life of Carson McCullers (1917–1967). As such, the series is open to many genres including—but not limited to—critical monographs, essay collections, correspondence, biography, photography, and memoir.

This new series will be edited by Carlos Dews, professor of English and director of the Institute for Creative Writing and Literary Translation at John Cabot University in Rome, Italy.
A prolific author of “Southern stories,” William Rawlings, lives on the family farm in Sandersville, Georgia. He was educated at Emory, Tulane, and Johns Hopkins Universities. Six Inches Deeper is his tenth book, and fourth work of nonfiction. Learn more about him at www.williamrawlings.com.

On August 31, 1972, Hellen Hanks, a pretty thirty-four-year-old mother of three disappeared from her place of employment at Wilcox Advertising in Valdosta, Georgia. After a brief investigation by local and state authorities, the case went cold. In the fall of 1980, a farmer clearing a field south of town discovered a buried object, a box containing the dismembered remains of the missing woman. After several months of investigation, police arrested “Foxy” Wilcox, his son Keller Wilcox, and two long-term African American employees of Wilcox Advertising. Keller was charged with Hanks’s murder, and the others with concealing a death.

The Wilcoxes were members of a prominent and wealthy Valdosta family. To defend their case, they hired famed defense attorney Bobby Lee Cook. Keller Wilcox’s murder trial in January 1982 pitted Cook against a local prosecution team led by district attorney Lamar Cole. The case against Wilcox was entirely circumstantial, making the outcome uncertain. After a trial marked by controversy and conflicting testimony, Wilcox was convicted and sentenced to life in prison, all the while proclaiming his innocence. In 1985 he was freed by a federal judge based primarily on the harsh interrogation of the black witnesses.

The true story of this horrific murder has all the elements of a work of suspense fiction: money, power, sex, race, and the haves vs. the have-nots. Multiple lives were forever changed. The outcome would have been totally different if the box had been buried only six inches deeper.
Ella Gertrude Clanton Thomas was an intelligent, spirited woman born in 1834 to one of the wealthiest families in Georgia. At the age of fourteen she began and kept a diary for forty-one years. These diaries of her life before, during, and after the Civil War filled thirteen hand-written volumes with 450,000 words. In the early years she described her life of leisure and recorded the books she read. Her father recognized her love of learning and sent her to the first college for women in America, Wesleyan Female College in Macon, Georgia.

After college graduation in 1851, she was a “gay young girl of fashion” who met and married her Princeton-educated husband in 1852. However, with the coming of the Civil War and its aftermath, her life changed forever. Thomas experienced loss of wealth, bankruptcy, the death of loved ones, serious illness, and devastating family strife. She gave birth to ten children and saw four of them die. But, through it all, she kept pouring thoughts into her diary. Thomas examined what was happening, asked questions, and strived to find ways to improve her family’s dire economic straits. She started a school in her home and later ran a boarding house out of the old family mansion.

In 1893, Thomas left Augusta and moved to Atlanta where she became active in many women’s organizations. She found comfort in her work with the Women’s Christian Temperance Union and the Suffrage Movement. She began producing articles for newspapers, keeping them in scrapbooks that tell the story of her life after she quit keeping a diary. In 1899 she was elected president of the Georgia Woman Suffrage Association. Because of her own losses, Thomas was sensitive to the well-being of other women. As she said, she had “suffered and grown strong.” Her life is an amazing story of survival and transformation that speaks to women in our own time.

Carolyn Curry holds a BA in English from Agnes Scott College and MA and PhD degrees in History from Georgia State University. She has taught at the Westminster Schools in Atlanta and The University of Kentucky. In 2015, Curry was named Georgia Author of the Year in Biography by the Georgia Writers Association and Suffer and Grow Strong was selected as one of the “Books All Georgians Should Read” by the Georgia Center for the Book. Curry is the founder and chair of Women Alone Together®, a non-profit foundation created to meet the needs of women who are alone in our culture. The well-being of women past and present has been her lifelong passion. Curry resides in Atlanta, Georgia. Learn more at www.carolyncurry.net.

Zack C. Waters, a former attorney, teacher, and college professor has written three books and more than thirty published articles on the Civil War. He lives in Rome, Georgia.

**The DamneDEST Set of Fellows**

A History of Georgia's Cherokee Artillery

Garry D. Fisher and Zack C. Waters

Ground-breaking primary research from previously-unpublished sources tells the fascinating story of day-to-day soldier life

*The DamneDEST Set of Fellows tells the story of one of the finest artillery batteries in the Confederate Army of Tennessee. Fighting in almost every major battle in the war’s Western Theater, their first baptism of fire occurred at Tazewell, in East Tennessee. Later, they battled at Champion Hill in the Vicksburg Campaign, at Missionary Ridge and Tunnel Hill near Chattanooga, and throughout the Atlanta Campaign. Later, they fought upon the snowy fields of Nashville, and finally at Salisbury, North Carolina, where they manned their guns despite having no infantry support.*

Known for their passionate individualism, disdain for army regulations, and their fighting spirit, their battalion commander later wrote: “Every man…thinks himself as good as a brigadier general…and don’t mind telling you if the occasion offers.” Once, following the Vicksburg campaign, they even defied a direct order from Confederate President Jefferson Davis.

The crucible of war molded the men of the Cherokee Artillery into a true brotherhood. Their annual post-war reunions further strengthened that bond. As a Rebel veteran observed: “It is said with truth that war will bring out the [true] character of a man quicker than anything else. We were fortunate in finding so many good, true men as we had with us…and feel bound to them as with ties of blood.” *The DamneDEST Set of Fellows* tells the tragic, heroic, story of that true “band of brothers.”

**Jefferson Davis’s Final Campaign**

Confederate Nationalism and the Fight to Arm Slaves

Philip D. Dillard

Hardback | $35.00t | H928

978-0-88146-605-8

**Jefferson Davis’s Final Campaign**

Confederate Nationalism and the Fight to Arm Slaves

Philip D. Dillard

Hardback | $35.00t | H928

978-0-88146-605-8

**Ground-breaking primary research from previously-unpublished sources tells the fascinating story of day-to-day soldier life**

*The DamneDEST Set of Fellows* tells the story of one of the finest artillery batteries in the Confederate Army of Tennessee. Fighting in almost every major battle in the war’s Western Theater, their first baptism of fire occurred at Tazewell, in East Tennessee. Later, they battled at Champion Hill in the Vicksburg Campaign, at Missionary Ridge and Tunnel Hill near Chattanooga, and throughout the Atlanta Campaign. Later, they fought upon the snowy fields of Nashville, and finally at Salisbury, North Carolina, where they manned their guns despite having no infantry support.

Known for their passionate individualism, disdain for army regulations, and their fighting spirit, their battalion commander later wrote: “Every man...thinks himself as good as a brigadier general...and don’t mind telling you if the occasion offers.” Once, following the Vicksburg campaign, they even defied a direct order from Confederate President Jefferson Davis.

The crucible of war molded the men of the Cherokee Artillery into a true brotherhood. Their annual post-war reunions further strengthened that bond. As a Rebel veteran observed: “It is said with truth that war will bring out the [true] character of a man quicker than anything else. We were fortunate in finding so many good, true men as we had with us...and feel bound to them as with ties of blood.” *The DamneDEST Set of Fellows* tells the tragic, heroic, story of that true “band of brothers.”
THE FORTY-SECOND GEORGIA VOLUNTEER INFANTRY WAS ORGANIZED in the spring of 1862 at Camp McDonald near Big Shanty. The regiment was made up of companies from DeKalb, Fulton, Gwinnett, Milton, Newton, and Walton counties. Fighting in the Western Theater, they were major participants at Cumberland Gap, Champion’s Hill, Vicksburg, Resaca, Atlanta, Nashville, and Bentonville. These Georgians proved to be capable fighters and were, on four occasions, assigned to cover the retreat of the Army of Tennessee. The furious charge of the Forty-Second Georgia that carried the Federal trenches near the Troup Hurt House was a pivotal moment in the Battle of Atlanta. Their capture of a Federal battery is depicted in the recently restored Atlanta Cyclorama painting.

This detailed narrative highlights first person accounts drawn from soldier’s letters, diaries, and field reports, as well as from Federal soldiers directly across the trench lines. Excerpts from the letters and diaries of Colonel Lovick P. Thomas and his wife Jennie, stand out in this story for their honesty, devotion, and perseverance in trying times.

This story continues past the war and describes how these veterans rebuilt their homes, farms, and communities. Many of the former officers became important civic leaders in Atlanta, with five mayors of Atlanta having direct ties to the Forty-Second Georgia. Controversy would erupt in the 1890s between the Forty-Second Survivor’s Association and the survivors of Manigault’s South Carolina Brigade, as to which unit captured the famous DeGress Battery during the Battle of Atlanta. The valuable service of the Forty-Second Georgia is an underappreciated aspect of the Confederate fight for Independence.

W. Clifford Roberts, Jr. is a retired Georgia history teacher with the Fulton County Public School System, and was named his school’s Teacher of the Year in 2011. He holds a BA in Southern History from Vanderbilt University and is currently the president of the Generals Barton-Stovall Association. Roberts lives in Charleston, South Carolina.

Frank E. Clark is the cofounder and has been the curator of the Bell Research Center in Cumming, Georgia, since its inception in 2004. The Center holds over 16,000 books, manuscripts, and artifacts focused on Southern genealogy and American history. A life-long musician, Clark is currently recording an album of original Confederate music.
Throughout the seasons, Southern writer and author Mary Bohlen demonstrates authentic colonial campfire and hearth cooking at Revolutionary War reenactment sites and living history museums. She has written on early American and regional history for over thirty years. Bohlen lives in the Blue Ridge Mountains and continues to research and collect stories from the past.

Mary Bohlen’s Heritage Cooking Inspired by Rebecca Boone

A wonderful collection of history, memoir, and colonial recipes with instructions and supplements for today’s cook

Rebecca Bryan Boone often falls into the shadow of her legendary husband Daniel Boone. Growing up on the frontier Rebecca knew how to shoot game, plow a field, keep a garden, and weave linen for her family. A woman’s work in the backcountry was never-ending.

When Daniel made his long treks, leaving the family farm to the care of Rebecca for months at a time, survival depended on her skills, resourcefulness, her own labor and that of the older children. An extraordinary feat by today’s standards and yet typical for women of her time.

While cooking over the campfire or at the hearth of a log cabin home, Mary Bohlen weaves early American history, her memoirs of cooking at historic sites, more than 90 authentic colonial recipes, and instructions for today’s cook to reproduce the foodways early Americans would recognize.

Mary Bohlen’s Heritage Cooking Inspired by Rebecca Boone gathers today’s cooks and readers to the homes and dinner tables of their American ancestors.
Nature, Law, and the Sacred
Essays in Honor of Ronna Burger
edited by Evanthia Speliotis

Essays exploring philosophic, biblical, and literary works—from ancient to modern—in honor of Ronna Burger

This collection of essays, presented in honor of Ronna Burger, addresses questions and themes that have animated her thinking, teaching, and writing over the years. With a view to the scope of her writings, these essays range broadly: from the Bible and Ancient Greek authors—including not only Plato and Aristotle, but also Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, and Xenophon—to medieval thinkers, Maimonides, Dante, and Boccaccio, as well as modern philosophers, from Descartes and Montesquieu to Kant, Lessing, Hegel, and Kierkegaard.

Moving in order from antiquity to modernity, the essays highlight certain recurring philosophical issues, including the relations between nature and convention, law and justice, human and divine, in light of the indispensable need for questioning and self-knowledge. Taken collectively, the essays disclose intriguing connections among the various authors and texts and display how the themes of nature, law, and the sacred continue to resonate across time.

Contributors include Seth Appelbaum, Steven Berg, Robert Berman, Michael Davis, Derek Duplessie, Jacob Howland, Mary Nichols, Matthew Oberrieder, Clifford Orwin, Evanthia Speliotis, Nathan Tarcov, Jason Tipton, Peter Vedder, Richard Velkley, Stuart Warner, Roslyn Weiss, and Paul Wilford.

Evanthia Speliotis is professor of Philosophy at Bellarmine University. She studied under Ronna Burger, writing on Plato’s Statesman. Speliotis has published articles on Plato’s Sophist, Statesman, and Republic, as well as on Aristotle’s Politics.
Plato’s most magisterial dialogue, the Republic, takes up the question “what is justice,” and its central image is an imaginary city constructed in speech designed to aid in this inquiry. In Book V of the Republic, Socrates tells his interlocutors that they have completed the “Male Drama,” of the city in speech and that it is now time for them to take up the “Female.” The “Female Drama” is Socrates name for the action of the central books of the Republic: V–VII.

Much has been made of what this transition in the Republic signifies for political questions. The Republic is not only concerned with politics or political justice, however. Like all of the images and arguments in the Republic, the Female Drama of the city in speech has meaning both for political and individual justice, but there has been no systematic inquiry into the central books of the Republic for their meaning for individual justice. That is the ambition of this book.

On the level of moral psychology, Thomas argues that while the Male Drama of Books II–IV presents images of fully formed versions of the psychological activities that come together to define justice in a human life, the Female Drama explores the modes of potentiality and becoming necessary for those psychological activities to come into being. More specifically, Books V–VII explore the three modes of potentiality necessary for the development of justice: genesis, trope, and paideia.
The essays in this collection were first presented at the 2018 A.V. Elliott Conference on Great Books and Ideas, the eleventh annual conference sponsored by Mercer University’s Thomas C. and Ramona E. McDonald Center for America’s Founding Principles.

The current era of intense partisan conflict is unlikely to be remembered for the excellence of its public discourse. Given this fact, we do well to remind ourselves that Americans were once capable of debating even the most important political questions in the popular press, and doing so at an extraordinarily high level. The debate over the ratification of the Constitution in 1787–1788 enlisted some of the country’s greatest minds, and wrestled with issues fundamental to popular government in general and to the United States constitutional order in particular. This volume returns to the debate between Federalists and Anti-Federalists, seeking to better understand the principles at stake, and asking, with Publius, “whether societies of men are really capable or not of establishing good government from reflection and choice, or whether they are forever destined to depend for their political constitutions on accident and force.”

The book is divided into two major sections. The first considers the ratification debate itself, to examine first principles, and to get a clearer sense of the founders’ project. The second turns to the ways in which the terms of the ratification debate echo down through American history and how they might be applied to inform contemporary political practice.

Contributors to the volume include Jeremy D. Bailey, Roger Barrus, Elizabeth Kaufer Busch, Murray Dry, Kimberly Hurd Hale, Jon D. Schaff, Lynn Uzzell, Karl Walling, and Michael Zuckert.

Essays highlighting America’s informed debate over ratification of the Constitution

Will R. Jordan is an associate professor of Political Science at Mercer University. He holds a BA from Washington & Lee University and a PhD in Political Science from Loyola University Chicago. Jordan serves as codirector of Mercer’s McDonald Center for America’s Founding Principles. He has edited or coedited three previous volumes in The A.V. Elliott Conference Series.
William H. Brackney (PhD Temple University) is Pioneer MacDonald Professor of Baptist Theology and Ethics at Carey Theological College in Vancouver, British Columbia, and the Millard R. Cherry Distinguished Professor Emeritus of Christian Thought and Ethics at Acadia University, Wolfville, Nova Scotia. He is the author and editor of twenty-four books and more than fifty books.

David P. Gushee (PhD, Union Theological Seminary in New York) is Distinguished University Professor of Christian Ethics and director of the Center for Theology and Public Life at Mercer University. He is the author or editor of twenty-four books and approximately 150 chapters, journal articles, and reviews.

### Titles of Interest

- Walter Rauschenbusch: Published Works and Selected Writings Vol. I: Christianity and the Social Crisis and Other Writings
  - William H. Brackney, general editor
  - Paperback | $45.00 | H950
  - 978-0-88146-645-4

- Walter Rauschenbusch: Published Works and Selected Writings Vol. II: Christianizing the Social Order and Other Writings
  - William H. Brackney, general editor
  - Paperback | $45.00 | H960
  - 978-0-88146-646-1

- Walter Rauschenbusch: Published Works and Selected Writings Vol. III: A Theology for the Social Gospel and Other Writings
  - William H. Brackney, general editor
  - Paperback | $45.00 | H961
  - 978-0-88146-681-2

- The Reception of Rauschenbusch: The Responses of His Earliest Readers
  - William L. Pitts, Jr.
  - Paperback | $45.00 | H962
  - 978-0-88146-682-3

### In the Shadow of a Prophet

The Legacy of Walter Rauschenbusch edited by William H. Brackney and David P. Gushee foreword by Paul B. Rauschenbush

Papers presented at an international conference, “The Legacy of Walter Rauschenbusch” at Mercer University, April 9–11, 2018

Walter Rauschenbusch’s thought made an indelible and enduring impact on the Christian world and beyond. Scores of books and hundreds of articles have rediscovered the implications of his work in church history, ethics, politics, gender studies, international relations, German American cross-culturalism, Christian spirituality, Baptist religious identity, and the Liberal and evangelical theological perspectives. His writings made an immediate impact upon publication, and have been reprinted over the years since by many different disciples.

A roster of distinguished and younger scholars plumbed the depths of Rauschenbusch’s impact on the Christian Tradition. Rauschenbusch biographers Gary Dorrien and Christopher Evans assess Walter’s place in the course of American religious thought, particularly the Liberal tradition. A second group of papers is devoted to the extent of the Rauschenbusch legacy and includes writers Andrea Strüb (the German context), Adam Bond (Samuel D. Proctor as a disciple of the Black Social Gospel), Roger Prentice (the Canadian Context), and Chakravarty Zadda (the Telugu mission context in India). A third cluster features specific aspects of the Rauschenbusch legacy: Wendy Deichmann (gender and the family); Darryl Trimiew (the Black Church); Dominik Gautier (postcolonial reflection by a European); and Christina Littlefield (Rauschenbusch as a Muckraker). Gathered under the heading of “The Largeness of the Rauschenbusch Legacy” are essays by Heath Carter (Rauschenbusch’s place in history); David Gushee (an analysis of Rauschenbusch’s Kingdom ethic); and William Brackney (Rauschenbusch’s contribution to Baptist life and thought). Of particular interest is the personal reflection by Paul B. Rauschenbush, great grandson of Walter.

### MAY 2020 | RELIGION

THE JAMES N. GRIFFITH ENDOWED SERIES IN BAPTIST STUDIES

6 x 9 | 304 pp. | Paperback $35.00 | 978-0-88146-746-8 | P605 | Index
This collection of essays is dedicated to William Henry Brackney, one of the leading Baptist historians in North America for the past four decades. Few, if any, Baptist historians of any era have written more extensively, more broadly, or more insightfully on the Baptist people in North America than Brackney.

Reared in a hybrid American/Southern Baptist context, Brackney has served as vice president and dean of the American Baptist seminary, Eastern Baptist; as executive director of the American Baptist Historical Society; as dean of Theology at McMaster University and principal of the Divinity College; as chair of the department of Religion at Baylor University; and as distinguished professor at Acadia Divinity College and professor emeritus at Acadia University in Nova Scotia, Canada. He currently holds the Pioneer MacDonald Chair of Baptist Theology and Ethics at Carey Theological College in Vancouver, British Columbia.

In addition to this extensive exposure to American Baptists, Canadian Baptists, Southern Baptists, and the Cooperative Baptist Fellowship, Brackney has worked extensively in the Baptist World Alliance, where he became acquainted with Baptist leaders from all over the world. The author of numerous books and articles on Baptists, he has written on diverse aspects of Baptist life from a global as well as continental perspective. He knows all Baptists, not simply one clan of this large and diverse family. This makes him a trusted guide to the meaning of the word “Baptist.”

Brackney serves as editor for the Baptists in Early North America Series published by Mercer University Press.

Erich Geldbach is retired professor of Ecumenical Studies, Protestant Faculty of Theology at Ruhr-University in Bochum, Germany.
Music and the American South

This series concentrates on music in all its forms and its relation to the American South. As such, it will include studies on collections, biographies, various genres, and will be interdisciplinarian in approach.

The Ragin’ Cajun: Memoir of a Louisiana Man  
Doug Kershaw with Cathie Pelletier  
H978 | 9780881467161 | $29.00t

Michael Buford Smith  
P586 | 9780881467123 | $24.00t

From Macon to Jacksonville: More Conversations in Southern Rock  
Michael Buford Smith  
P570 | 9780881466883 | $24.00t

No Saints, No Saviors: My Years With The Allman Brothers Band  
Willie Perkins  
P547 | 9780881466218 | $19.00t

Capricorn Rising: Conversations in Southern Rock  
Michael Buford Smith  
P534 | 9780881465785 | $24.00t

Willie Perkins and Jack Weston  
P518 | 9780881465471 | $25.00t

Rebel Yell: An Oral History of Southern Rock  
Michael Buford Smith  
P490 | 9780881464955 | $24.00t

Prisoner of Southern Rock: A Memoir  
Michael Buford Smith  
H847 | 9780881463811 | $27.00t

A Never-Ending Groove: Johnny Sandlin’s Musical Odyssey  
Anathalee G. Sandlin  
H839 | 9780881462760 | $30.00t

Food and the American South

This series explores the central and profound role that food and foodways play in understanding the South’s past, its present, and its future. Through a broad variety of academic disciplines, the series examines the region’s culinary history, celebrates the glories of the Southern table, and analyzes the many influences that come together to define Southern food. —Fred W. Sauceman, series editor

Mary Bohlen’s Heritage Cooking Inspired by Rebecca Boone  
Mary Bohlen  
P603 | 9780881467383 | $23.00t

The Proffitts of Ridgwood: An Appalachian Family’s Life in Barbecue  
Fred W. Sauceman  
P550 | 9780881466270 | $20.00t

Cook & Tell: Recipes and Stories from Southern Kitchens  
Johnathon Scott Barrett, editor  
H938 | 9780881466225 | $28.00t

Baptists in Early North America

Comprising thirteen volumes, this series will provide comprehensive biographical, geographical, and church historical index of names and subjects. —William H. Brackney, general editor

Baptists in Early North America—Swansea, Massachusetts, Volume I  
William H. Brackney, editor with Charles K. Hartman  
H871 | 9780881464399 | $60.00s

Baptists in Early North America—First Baptist, Providence, Volume II  
J. Stanley Lemons, editor  
H873 | 9780881464436 | $60.00s

Baptists in Early North America—Newport, Rhode Island, Seventh Day Baptists, Volume III  
Janet Thonggate, editor  
H922 | 9780881465884 | $60.00s

Baptists in Early North America—First Baptist Church, Boston, Massachusetts, Volume IV  
Thomas R. McKibbons, editor  
H946 | 9780881466362 | $60.00s

Baptists in Early North America—Welsh Neck, South Carolina, Volume V  
John Barrington, editor  
H956 | 9780881466775 | $60.00s

Baptists in Early North America—Meherrin, Virginia, Volume VI  
Fred Anderson, editor  
H972 | 9780881466973 | $60.00s

Sports and Religion Series

This series explores the connection of religion and sports and includes books that examine sports through various disciplines and cultural forms (literature, history, music, poetry, among others)—books that consider how sports challenge, inspire, or function as religion. —Joseph L. Price, series editor

Gods, Games, and Globalization: New Perspectives on Religion and Sport  
Rebecca Alpert and Arthur Remillard, editors  
P591 | 9780881467222 | $35.00t

God, Nimrod, and the World: Exploring Christian Perspectives on Sport Hunting  
Bracy V Hill II and John B. White, editors  
P552 | 9780881466331 | $40.00t

Dribbling for Dawah: Sports among Muslim Americans  
Steven Fink  
P536 | 9780881465921 | $30.00t

Winning the Race?: Religion, Hope, and Reshaping the Sport Enhancement Debate  
Tracy Trothen  
P516 | 9780881465433 | $30.00t

Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Sport: How Calvinism and Capitalism Shaped America’s Games  
Steven J. Overman  
P419 | 9780881462265 | $35.00t

Buddha on the Backstretch: The Spiritual Wisdom of Driving 200 MPH  
Arlynda Lee Boyer  
H782 | 9780881461749 | $27.00t

Game Day and God: Football, Faith, and Politics in the American South  
Eric Bain-Selbo  
H790 | 9780881461558 | $35.00t

The Holy Trinity of American Sports: Civil Religion in Football, Baseball, and Basketball  
Craig A. Forney  
P450 | 9780881461732 | $25.00t

The Unholy Alliance: The Sacred and Modern Sports  
Robert J. Higgs and Fred W. Sauceman  
P534 | 9780881465952 | $25.00t

Rounding the Bases: Baseball And Religion in America  
Joseph L. Price  
P366 | 9780881464047 | $25.00t (Print-on-Demand Only)

The Great God Baseball: Religion in Modern Baseball Fiction  
Allen E. Hye  
P288 | 97808814654985 | $25.00t

From Season to Season: Sports as American Religion  
Joseph L. Price  
P308 | 97808814649616 | $25.00t

For a complete listing of titles in each series, please visit our website.
** Mercer Kierkegaard Series**

*This series is on everything Kierkegaard.* As a companion to the International Kierkegaard Commentary series, this general series is open to any investigation of the life and work of Søren Kierkegaard, including studies on irony, scripture, myth, authorship, religion, politics, and culture.

- The Kierkegaard-Girard Option  
  Charles K. Bellinger  
  P592 | 9780881467246 | $30.00

- Kierkegaard in Context: Essays in Honor of Jon Stewart  
  Lee C. Barrett and Peter Sajda, editors  
  H981 | 9780881466723 | $45.00

- Truth Is Subjectivity: Kierkegaard and Political Theology  
  Sylvia Walsh Perkins, editor  
  P595 | 9780881467291 | $25.00

- Becoming Human: Kierkegaardian Reflections on Ethical Models in Literature  
  Jamie Lorentzen  
  P515 | 9780881465419 | $35.00

**International Kierkegaard Commentary**

*For the first time in English* the world community of scholars has systematically assembled and presented the results of recent research in the vast literature of Søren Kierkegaard. Based on the definitive English edition of Kierkegaard’s works by Princeton University Press, this 24-volume series of commentaries addresses all the published texts of the influential Danish philosopher and theologian. —*Robert L. Perkins*, series editor

** Mercer Tillich Series**

*This is an open-ended series* examining any facet of the life and work of Paul Tillich.

- The Depths of Life: Paul Tillich’s Understanding of God  
  Duane Olson  
  P594 | 9780881467260 | $25.00

- The Body and Ultimate Concern: Reflections on an Embodied Theology of Paul Tillich  
  Adam Pryor and Devan Stahl, editors  
  H958 | 9780881466829 | $35.00

  Bryan L. Wagoner  
  H944 | 9780881466348 | $35.00

- Politics and Faith: Reinhold Niebuhr and Paul Tillich at Union Seminary in New York  
  Ronald H. Stone  
  H883 | 9780881463859 | $45.00

**The Melungeons**

*SOMETHING CALLED “MELUNGEONS,”* the earliest nonnative “Americans” to live in Appalachia were (perhaps) of Mediterranean extraction and of a Jewish or Muslim religious persuasion. For fear of discrimination since “persons of color” were often disenfranchised and abused—the Melungeons were reticent regarding their heritage. In fact, over time, many Melungeons themselves “forgot” where they came from. Hence, today, Melungeons remain the “last lost tribe in America,” even to themselves. Once lost, but now forgotten no more. This series explores the origins, history, and culture of these once-forgotten people. —Wayne Winkler, series editor & N. Brent Kennedy, founding editor

- Beyond the Sunset: The Melungeon Outdoor Drama, 1969–1976  
  Wayne Winkler  
  P589 | 978-0-88146-718-5 | $25.00

- The Melungeons: The Resurrection of a Proud People—An Untold Story of Ethnic Cleansing in America  
  N. Brent Kennedy and Robbyn Vaughan Kennedy  
  P143 | 978-0-86554-516-8 | $17.95

- Melungeon’s: The Last Lost Tribe in America  
  Elizabeth C. Hirschman  
  P245 | 978-0-86554-861-9 | $19.00

- Walking Toward the Sunset: The Melungeons of Appalachia  
  Wayne Winkler  
  P250 | 978-0-86554-869-5 | $19.00

**Voices of the African Diaspora**

*This Series presents the development of the intellectual tradition of the African Diaspora.* Bringing together a variety of disciplines—literary and social/cultural criticism, anthropology, sociology, religion/philosophy, education, political science, psychology, and history—by publishing original critical studies and reprints of classic texts. The reprints will include both nineteenth- and twentieth-century works. Our goal is to make important texts accessible and readily available both to the general reader and to the academic. —Tara T. Green and Chester J. Fontenot, Jr., series editors

- Abandonment in Dixie: Underdevelopment in the Black Bible Belt  
  Veronica L. Womack  
  P461 | 978-0-88146-440-5 | $35.00

- Democracy in Twenty-First Century America: Race, Class, Religion, and Region  
  Ronald B. Neal  
  P448 | 978-0-88146-286-9 | $30.00

- The Souls of W. E. B. DuBois: New Essays and Reflections  
  Edward J. Blum and Jason R. Young, editors  
  H777 | 978-0-88146-134-3 | $45.00

- The Cost of Unity: African-American Agency and Education and the Christian Church, 1865–1914  
  Lawrence A. Q. Burnley  
  H775 | 978-0-88146-136-7 | $45.00

*For a complete listing of titles in each series, please visit our website*
Symbool and Existence: A Study in Meaning: Explorations of Human Nature
Walker Percy, Ketner, et al., editors
H975 | $29.00t | 9780881467086

Portrait of an American Businessman: One Generation from Cotton Field to Boardroom
Carl Ware with Sibley Fleming
H977 | $29.00t | 9780881467154

Doug Kershaw with Cathie Pelletier
H978 | $29.00t | 9780881467161

Michael Buffalo Smith
P586 | $24.00t | 9780881467123

Mercer’s Moment: Mercer Beats Duke!
Daniel Shirley
P588 | $20.00t | 9780881467178

The Girl with Kaleidoscope Eyes: A Novel
William Rawlings
P587 | $18.00t | 9780881467307

Down by the Eno, Down by the Haw: A Wonder Almanac
Thorpe Moeckel
P590 | $16.00t | 9780881467215

Rebecca Alpert and Arthur Remillard, editors
P591 | $35.00t | 9780881467246

Gods, Games, and Globalization: New Perspectives on Religion and Sport
Rebecca Alpert and Arthur Remillard, editors
P591 | $35.00t | 9780881467222

The Depths of Life: Paul Tillich’s Understanding of God
Diane Olson
P594 | $25.00t | 9780881467260

The Kierkegaard-Girard Option
Charles E. Malamuth
H980 | $25.00t | 9780881467293

Truth Is Subjectivity: Kierkegaard and Political Theology
Sylvia Walsh Perkins, editor
P595 | $25.00t | 9780881467291
The Showy Town of Savannah: The Story of the Architect William Jay  
John D. Duncan and Sandra L. Underwood  
H965 | $40.00 | 9780881466898
Florida Explored: The Philadelphia Connection in Bartram's Travels  
Carol Ruckdeschel  
PS85 | $30.00 | 9780881467109
A Natural History of Cumberland Island, Georgia  
Carol Ruckdeschel  
H965 | $40.00 | 9780881466935
Forward My Brave Boys!: A History of the 11th Tennessee Volunteer Infantry CSA, 1861–1865  
M. Todd Cathey and Gary W. Waddey  
P582 | $30.00 | 9780881467055
Camp Ogletorpe: Macon’s Unknown Civil War Prisoner of War Camp, 1862–1864  
Stephen Hoy and William Smith  
H967 | $35.00 | 9780881466911
Tales from Georgia’s Gnat Line  
Larry Walker  
H973 | $27.00 | 9780881466980
Jack Roper  
H966 | $40.00 | 9780881466904
An Edgefield Planter and His World: The 1840s Journals of Whitfield Brooks  
James O. Farmer, editor  
P581 | $17.00 | 9780881467024
Through the Needle’s Eye: A Novel  
Linda Bledsoe  
P581 | $17.00 | 9780881467031
Summoning Shades: Poems  
R. T. Smith  
P579 | $18.00 | 9780881467000
Untold Stories, Unheard Voices: Truman Capote and In Cold Blood  
Jan Whitt  
H974 | $35.00 | 9780881467048
The Incarnational Art of Flannery O’Connor  
Christina Lake Bieber  
P583 | $30.00 | 9780881467062
When Fiction and Philosophy Meet: A Conversation with Flannery O’Connor and Simone Weil  
E. Jane Doering and Ruth Knechel Johansen  
H971 | $35.00 | 9780881466966
Power and the People: Thucydides’ History and the American Founding  
Charlotte C. S. Thomas, editor  
P578 | $24.00 | 9780881466959
Baptist Theology: A Four-Century Study  
James Leo Garrett  
P584 | $40.00 | 9780881467079
Baptists in Early North America—Meherrin, Virginia, Volume VI  
Fred Anderson, editor  
H972 | $60.00 | 9780881466973
Texas Brigadier to the Fall of Atlanta: John Bell Hood
Stephen Davis
H980 | $35.00 | 9780881467208

Georgia's Civil War: Conflict on the Home Front
David Williams
H942 | $35.00 | 9780881466317

The Strange Journey of the Confederate Constitution: And Other Stories from Georgia's Historical Past
William Rawlings
H939 | $29.00 | 9780881466263 | e-book | $12.00 | 9780881466393

Jefferson Davis's Final Campaign: Confederate Nationalism and the Fight to Arm Slaves
Philip D. Dillard
H929 | $35.00 | 9780881466058

Combat Chaplain: The Life and Civil War Experiences of Rev. James H. McNeilly
M. Todd Cathey
H947 | $35.00 | 9780881466379

Summon Only the Brave: Commanders, Soldiers, and Chaplains at Gettysburg
John W. Brinsfield, Jr.
H918 | $35.00 | 9780881465709

Florida's Civil War: Terrible Sacrifices
Tracey J. Revels
H923 | $29.00 | 9780881465891

Our Good and Faithful Servant: James Moore Wayne and Georgia Unionism
Joel McMahon
H929 | $35.00 | 9780881466065

Suffer and Grow Strong: The Life of Ella Gertrude Clanton Thomas, 1834–1907
Carolyn Newton Curry
P508 | $19.00 | 9780881465327

Confederate Sharpshooter Major William E. Simmons: Through the War with the 16th Battalion Infantry & 3rd Battalion Georgia Sharpshooters
Joseph P. Byrd, IV
H914 | $35.00 | 9780881465686

Civil War Era

Civil War Macon: The History of a Confederate City
Richard W. Jobst
P400 | $35.00 | 9780881461725

The World's Largest Prison: The Story of Camp Lawton
John K. Derden
P510 | $25.00 | 9780881465358

Cracker Cavaliers: The 2nd Georgia Cavalry Under Wheeler and Forrest
John Randolph Poole
P496 | $25.00 | 9780881465112

“I Will Give Them One More Shot”: Ramsey's 1st Regiment Georgia Volunteers
George Winston Martin
H818 | $45.00 | 9780881462197

What the Yankees Did to Sherman's Bombardment and Wrecking of Atlanta
Stephen Davis
P554 | $30.00 | 9780881466409

To the Gates of Atlanta: From Kennesaw Mountain to Peach Tree Creek, 1–19 July 1864
Robert D. Jenkins, Sr.
H902 | $35.00 | 9780881465273

The Making of a Southern Nationalist: William B. McCash
R. Glenn Robins
H942 | $35.00 | 9780881463965

In His Own Words: Houston Hartsfield Holloway's Slavery, Emancipation, and Ministry in Georgia
David E. Paterson, editor
H909 | $35.00 | 9780881464547

George Liele's Life and Legacy: An Unsung Hero
David T. Shannon, Sr.; Julia F. White, and Deborah B. Van Broekhoven, editors
H853 | $35.00 | 9780881463897

Last to Join the Fight: The 66th Georgia Infantry
Daniel Cone
H882 | $29.00 | 9780881464757

The Volunteer's Camp and Field Book: Useful and General Information...
Ben Wynne
P397 | $20.00 | 9780881461695

A Hard Trip: A History of the 15th Mississippi Infantry, CSA
Pamela Chase Hain
H865 | $35.00 | 9780881464306

Pamela Chase Hain
H865 | $35.00 | 9780881464306

Mississippi's Civil War: A Narrative History
Ben Wynne
P497 | $25.00 | 9780881465129

A Fit Representation of Pandemonium: East Tennessee Confederate Soldiers in the Campaign for Vicksburg
William D. Taylor
H712 | $40.00 | 9780881463046

The Bishop of the Old South: The Ministry And Civil War Legacy of Leonidas Polk
William D. Taylor
H712 | $40.00 | 9780881463046

Invisible Hero: Patrick R. Cleburne
Bruce H. Stewart, Jr.
H756 | $35.00 | 9780881461084

Reconstruction in Georgia: Economic, Social, Political, 1865–1877
C. Mildred Thompson
P538 | $30.00 | 9780881465945

Georgia's Confederate Monuments: In Honor of a Fallen Nation
Gould B. Hagler, Jr.
H877 | $45.00 | 9780881464665

Breaking the Heartland: The Civil War in Georgia
John D. Fowler and David B. Parker
H824 | $29.00 | 9780881462401

Sherman's 1864rail of Battle to Atlanta: Philadelphia's Secret Agent
P220 | $24.00 | 9780881462452

Two Confederate Hospitals and Their Patients: Atlanta to Opelika
Jack D. Welsh
H691 | $35.00 | 9780881465497

Thomas R. R. Cobb: The Making of a Southern Nationalist
William B. McCash
P283 | $30.00 | 9780881464859

To The Manner Born: The Life of General William H. T. Walker
Rusell K. Brown
P295 | $30.00 | 9780881464944

Our Connection With Savannah: History of the 1st Battalion Georgia Sharpshooters, 1862–1865
Rusell K. Brown
H673 | $35.00 | 9780881465166

Joe Brown's People: The Georgia Militia, 1862–1865
William Bringe Bragg
H673 | $30.00 | 9780881465483

Joe Brown's Army: The Georgia State Line 1862–1865
William Bringe Bragg
P119 | $25.00 | 9780881465264

In the Shadow of the Patriarch: The John J. Crittenden Family in War and Peace
Damon R. Eubank
H786 | $35.00 | 9780881461510
Poetry

No Brother, This Storm: Poems by Jack B. Bedell P572 | $16.00 | 9780881466751
The Disappearing Act: Poems by Sara Piktle Hughes P561 | $16.00 | 9780881466522
The Painted Clock and Other Poems by Stephen Bluestone P564 | $16.00 | 9780881466553
Memory & Complicity: Poems by Eve Hoffman P567 | $20.00 | 9780881466591
A Memory of Manaus: Poems by Catharine Savage Brosman P551 | $17.00 | 9780881466435
Anthropocene Blues: Poems by John Lane P559 | $17.00 | 9780881466756
Sharps Cabaret: Poems by Katy Giebenhain P543 | $16.00 | 9780881466140
Death, and the Day's Light: Poems by James Dickey H952 | $20.00 | 9780881466486
Specter Mountain: Poems by Jesse Graves and William Wright P562 | $16.00 | 9780881466539
Tree Heresies: Poems by William Wright P501 | $18.00 | 9780881465204

Poetry

On the Old Plaza: Poems by Catharine Savage Brosman H898 | $25.00 | 9780881466514
On the North Slope: Poems by Catharine Savage Brosman P444 | $17.00 | 9780881462739
Breakwater: Poems by Catharine Savage Brosman H797 | $30.00 | 9780881461800
I Have Told You and Told You: Poems by Elizabeth Cox P468 | $18.00 | 9780881464472
Concertina: Poems by Joseph Bathanti P480 | $18.00 | 9780881464702
Fireflies: Poems by John Leland P521 | $16.00 | 9780881465501
Carnival Life: Poems by Lesley Dauer P528 | $17.00 | 9780881465716
Galaxies: Poems by Cathryn Hankla P545 | $16.00 | 9780881466164
The Color of All Things: 99 Love Poems by Philip Lee Williams P503 | $18.00 | 9780881465235
The Flower Seeker: An Epic Poem of William Bartram by Philip Lee Williams H807 | $75.00 | 9780881462081

Poetry

The Flagrant Dead: Poems by Stephen Bluestone H714 | $28.00 | 9780881460506
Elegies for the Water: Poems by Philip Lee Williams H757 | $20.00 | 978088146128
Georgia Cowboy Poets by David Fillingim*, editor P407 | $25.00 | 9780881461813
Writing on Napkins at the Sunshine Club: An Anthology of Poets Writing in Macon by Kevin Cantwell, editor P432 | $27.00 | 9780881462517
The House Began to Pitch: Poems by Kelly Whiddon P453 | $16.00 | 9780881463903
Swift Hour: Poems by Megan Sexton P478 | $16.00 | 9780881464696
The Throne of Psyche: Poems by Marly Youmans H826 | $30.00 | 9780881462463
Abandoned Quarry: New and Selected Poems by John Lane P428 | $20.00 | 9780881462418
Going Farther into the Woods than the Woods Go: Poems by Seaborn Jones* H443 | $15.00 | 9780881462755
Decembers: Poems by James Perkins P477 | $18.00 | 9780881464658
Under the Rock Umbrella: Contemporary American Poets from 1951-1977 by William Walsh, editor P341 | $35.00 | 9780881460476

Essays

Parade’s End: Essays by Sam Pickering P569 | $18.00 | 9780881466652
Lost Places: On Losing and Finding Home by Cathryn Hankla P558 | $20.00 | 9780881464685
Perfect Pitch: The National Anthem for the National Pastime by Joseph L. Price H820 | $55.00 | 9780881462289
Gladening Light: An Ecology of Fatherhood and Faith by Christopher Martin P544 | $18.00 | 9780881466157
A Man’s World: Portraits by Steve Oney H935 | $26.00 | 9780881466188
Startled at the Big Sound: Essays Personal, Literary, and Cultural by Stephen Corey H934 | $25.00 | 9780881466171
A Second Blooming: Becoming the Women We are Meant to Be by Susan Cushman, editor P542 | $18.00 | 9780881466126
Appointed Rounds: Essays by Michael McFee P553 | $20.00 | 9780881466386
Watershed Days: Adventures (a Little Thorny and Familiar) in the Home Range by Thorpe Moeckel P507 | $24.00 | 9780881465310
Begin with Rock, End with Water: Essays  
John Lane  
$25.00  9780881463842

Wondering Toward Center  
Kathy A. Bradley  
$20.00  9780881465679  e-book  $12.00  9780881465822

Breathing and Walking Around: Meditations on a Life  
Kathy A. Bradley  
$20.00  9780881462708  e-book  $12.00  9780881463637

Sidetracked: Two Women, Two Cameras, and Lunches on Sherman's Trail  
Mimi McGraw Probst and Jaclyn Weldon White  
$17.00  9780881467544

Half of What I Say Is Meaningless: Essays  
Joseph Barthans  
$25.00  9780881464733

Reading Life: On Books, Memory, and Travel  
Michael Pearson  
$24.00  9780881465211

The Redemption of Narrative: Terry Tempest Williams and Her Vision of the West  
Jan Whit  
$29.00  9780881463880

Cosmic Defiance: Updike’s Kierkegaard and the Maples Stories  
David Crouse  
$35.00  9780881465024

Searching for Eden: John Steinbeck’s Ethical Career  
John H. Timmerman  
$29.00  9780881464788

The Voice of an American Playwright: Interviews with Horton Foote  
Gerald C. Wood and Marion Castlebery, editors  
$22.00  9780881463972

Walden: With an Introduction by Sam Pickering  
Henry David Thoreau  
$18.00  9780881462319

Sober Cannibals, Drunken Christians: Melville, Kierkegaard, and Tragic Optimism in Polarized Worlds  
Jamie Lorenzen  
$35.00  9780881462005

The C. S. Lewis Phenomenon: Christianity and the Public Sphere  
Samuel Jeeckel  
$30.00  9780881464375

Becoming Human: Kierkegaardian Reflections on Ethical Models in Literature  
Jamie Lorenzen  
$35.00  9780881465419

The Marriage of Faith: Christianity in Jane Austen and William Wordsworth  
Laura Dabundo  
$35.00  9780881466281

Wingless Chickens, Bayou Catholics, and Pilgrim Wayfarers: Constructions of Audience and Tone in O’Connor, Gautreaux, and Percy  
Lamar Niday  
$35.00  9780881464143

Writing Against God: Language As Message in the Literature of Flannery O’Connor  
Joanne Halleran McMullen  
$25.00  9780881465420

The Church Without the Church: Desert Orthodoxy in Flannery O’Connor’s “Dear Old Dirty Southland”  
M. K. Shaddix  
$35.00  9780881465280

“Between the House and the Chicken Yard”: The Masks of Flannery O’Connor  
Jolly K. Sharp  
$35.00  9780881466260

Misfits and Marble Fauns: Religion and Romance in Hawthorne and O’Connor  
Wendy Piper  
$35.00  9780881462173

The Profits of Ridgeway: An Appalachian Family’s Life in Barbecue  
Fred W. Sauceman  
$20.00  9780881466270

Cook & Tell Recipes and Meanings from Appalachian Kitchens  
Johnathan Scott Barrett, editor  
$29.00  9780881466225

Rise and Shine!: A Southern Son’s Treasury of Food, Family, and Friends  
Johnathan Scott Barrett  
$27.00  9780881465426

Farming, Friends & Fried Bologna Sandwiches  
Renea Winchester  
$20.00  9780881465044

The Place Setting: Timeless Tastes of the Mountain South, from Bright Hope to Frog Level: Second Serving  
Fred W. Sauceman  
$25.00  9780881469982

The Place Setting: Timeless Tastes of the Mountain South, from Bright Hope to Frog Level: Thirds  
Fred W. Sauceman  
$29.95  9780881461404

Buttermilk and Bible Burgers: More Stories from the Kitchens of Appalachia  
Fred W. Sauceman  
$21.00  9780881464795

A Southern Woman’s Guide to Herbs  
Jaclyn Weldon White  
$24.00  9780881464603

Remember When…?: Family, Friends, and Recipes  
Clara Bell Hooks Eschmann  
$20.00  9780881466233

There is More Than One Way to Spell Wiener: The Story of Nu-Way  
Ed Grisamore  
$20.00  9780881462692

A Never-Ending Groove: Johnny Sandlin’s Musical Odyssey  
Anathalee G. Sandlin  
$30.00  9780881462760

Prisoner of Southern Rock: A Memoir  
Michael Buffalo Smith  
$27.00  9780881463811

From Macon to Jacksonville: More Conversations in Southern Rock  
Michael Buffalo Smith  
$24.00  9780881466838

Capricorn Rising: Conversations in Southern Rock  
Michael Buffalo Smith  
$24.00  9780881465785

Rebel Yell: An Oral History of Southern Rock  
Michael Buffalo Smith  
$24.00  9780881464955

No Saints, No Saviors: My Years With The Allman Brothers  
Willie Perkins  
$19.00  9780881464218

The Allman Brothers Band Classic Memorabilia, 1969-76  
Willie Perkins and Jack Weston, editors  
$25.00  9780881465471

Doc Schneider  
$45.00  9780881466201

The Paintings of Jimmy Carter  
Jimmy Carter  
$25.00  9780881466881

The Craftsmanship of Jimmy Carter  
Jimmy Carter  
$30.00  9780881466447
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The Adrienne Bond Award for Poetry
This award is given to the best manuscript that exemplifies the poetic language and vision of the author.

The Ferrol Sams Award for Fiction
This award is for the best book that speaks to the human condition in a Southern context. This category includes both novels and short stories.

The Will D. Campbell Award for Creative Nonfiction
This award is given to the best manuscript that speaks to the human condition in a Southern context. This category includes memoir, natural history, essays, and other genres of nonfiction.
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Book contract plus thirty (30) complimentary copies of book at time of publication
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Last date to submit manuscripts is June 30 annually. Visit our website for a complete listing of submission guidelines. Winners are announced each December.

No Entry Fee

Questions and Guidelines:
email: jolley_ma@mercer.edu
online: www.mupress.org
phone: 478-301-2880
866-895-1472 toll free